INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we are concerned with a class of neutral difference equation with positive and negative coefficients A(x~ -c,~x~_~) + p~x,~_~ -q~x~_o = 0,
where the forward difference Ax~ = x~+l -x~, and c~, p,~, and q~ are (2) nonnegative real numbers and c~ _ 1, T --1 > max{a, 7}, 7 --> 1, a > 0.
The oscillatory behavior of neutral difference equation has been investigated by a number of papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In recent years, many people are devoted to studying oscillation and nonoscillation of equation (1) . However, most of these papers consider equation (1) In fact, when condition (3) does not hold, few results for oscillation of equation (1) are obtained until now.
Our aim in this paper is to study the oscillatory behavior without assumption (3) and obtain some more general result than that in the literature.
Let p. = max{~-, a, 7}. By a solution of equation (1) we mean a sequence {x~} of real numbers which is defined for n _> -p. and satisfies equation (1) 
equation (1) has a unique solution satisfying (4).
As is customary, a nontriviat solution {xn} of equation (1) is said to be nonoscillatory if the terms xn are eventually positive positive or eventually negative. Otherwise, it is said to be oscillatory.
Throughout this paper, we assume that (2) holds, and let p. = max{~-, a, V}, p = min{r, ¢, 7},
and define {y,} and {z~} as follows. 
Zn -= Yn --Cn)~-TYn-7 --
where ~ > 1 is a positive constant.
In this paper, unless specified, we assume that an equality holds for sufficiently large n.
(7)
2. SOME LEMMAS LEMMA 1. Suppose that h~ >0.
If the recurrence relation
where ~ > 1, has a positive solution Yn, for n >_ nl -p., and satisfies 0 < Y,~ _~ Yn. 
(ii) 
Thus, it is easy to see that w (1) < w(~ 2) implies that Sw(~ 1) < Sw (2) . Combining with (10), we may obtain that S~ C 12. Define sequences {w (k) } as PROOF. Suppose that x~_p. > 0, n _> nl for some integer nl. Substituting (6) into (13) and combining with (7), we have
which implies that z~ is decreasing for n >_ nl. Hence, zn is eventually positive or eventually negative. Suppose that on the contrary, z~ < 0 eventually, and so there exists an integer n2 _ n] and ~ > 0 such that Zn <_ -o~ for n > n2, that is
We consider the following two possible cases. CASE 1. {Yn} is unbounded. Then, there exists a sequence {nk} of integers such that Y~k ~ co as nk ~ co and Ynk = max{y~ : n2 _< n < nk}. It follows that
which is a contradiction.
CASE 2. {Yn} is bounded. There exists some a > 0 such that lY~t -< a < co. We may choose a sequence {n~} such that limk--+oo n~ -= +co. Let ~k be such that Y~k = max{yn : n~ -p, < n < n -p)n~ -p. <_ ~k <-n~ -p, k = 1,2,.... So limsupk__.oo y~ ~ _< a. From (7) and (12), we have
By taking superior limits as n~ --~ co. We obtain a < a -a, which is also a contradiction.
Next, we prove that limn--.oozn --0. If it is not true, as Az~ _< 0 and z,~ > 0, it follows that lim~-~oo zn = I > 0. Thus, there exists sufficiently large n' such that z~ >_ l/2 for n > n'. Moreover, in view of (7), y~ >_ z~ >_ I/2, n > n'. Combining with (14), we obtain that limn-~oo z,~ = -co, which contradicts to zn > 0, the proof is complete. The proof of the following lemma may be found in [2] . PROOF. It is easy to see that the sufficiency is obvious. Next, we prove the necessity. Assume that {xn} is an eventually positive solution of (13). In view of (6), {y,~} is an eventually positive solution of 
1651
(16)
and hr-1/, > 0 (is)
hold. Then, the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds. sequences, and A is a constant.
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that there exists r > O, such that
By using Lemma 1, we see that (11) has a eventually positive solution which satisfies (15). In view of (6), (1) also has an eventually positive solution. The proof is complete. PROOF. Suppose on the contrary, that {xn} is an eventually positive solution of equation (19)2. Let no be a integer such that x. > 0 for n >__ no. Then, y, > 0, n > no. Define
THEOREM 2. Suppose that there exists i > 1, such that h(~ )~ > 0 and
In view of Lemma 2, z(~ 0 > 0 and lim~_~ z (0 = 0. Substituting (6) into (19)2, we have
A(Y~-CA-~Y~-~)+(1-1"I(Y~-CA-~Y~-~) ~-' ( 2) x-r-1-r~ " ~-~ .... u~(2)X-~-l ""
By (22) and (23), we have Summing above inequality from n to 0% we have
By Lemma 1, the equality
~-a-l~,
has an eventually positive solution. Thus, (19)1 has an eventually positive solution which is a contradiction. The proof is complete.
THEOREM 3.
case holds.
(i) (1 -1/A)f~m(n) >_ 1 for some integer m.
(ii) (1 -1/A)f~m(n) < 1 for ali integers m and the difference inequality
has no eventually positive solution.
Then, all the solutions of equation (1) oscillates. PROOF.
By (8) Next, we establish several explicit criterion for oscillation of equation (1) . Define sequences f~(n) as
Suppose that there exists a X > 1 such that (9) and (12) holds. One of following
Suppose to the contrary that {x~} is an eventually positive solution of equation (1).
Repeating above procedure, we have
y,~ >_ z~ + c,~A-~r fl(n -~)zn--r + >_ f~(n)Zn.
By induction, we obtain By using Lemma 3, we can obtain following corollary.
Substituting it into (14), we have
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that (17) and (18), and there exists k > 0 such that one of the following cases hold:
where r is defined in Corollary 1. Then, h rl/"
is a sumcient condition for oscillation of every solution of equation (1) .
PROOF. We define sequence {b,~} as bl = k, bm+l = l + kbm, m=1,2,....
]~nl/'(n)>_l+b,~_lk=bm, m=2,3 ....
As {b,~} is nondecreasing, it follows that there exists b E (0, co) such that limm-~oo b,~ = b. From (17) and (26), we have
Thus, it is easy to see b = 1/(1 -k). Now, we observe that
On the other hand, (17) and (18) imply that (9) and (12) hold. By applying Lemma 3 and Theorem 3, we obtain that every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory. The proof is complete.
For the convenience, in following theorem, we let P.n = min pi, q* = max qi. 
(28)
qCA -°-I + c ( 7 -1)A -7 < i -~.
If the difference inequality Au~ + g~un-~ <_ 0
where
has no eventually positive solution, then a / / t h e solutions of equation (1) oscillate. We m u l t i p l y qA -~-1 and s u m from n -~r to n -1 for (31) to get
PROOF. Suppose t h a t on t h e contrary, t h a t {x~} is
Similarly, m u l t i p l y cA -7 and s u m from n + 1 -7 to n -1 for (31) to get 
-1
From (32) and (35), we obtain and so V,~ > 0. We substitute (39) into (38) to get
Let ~n = ~n-c~n-~. We assert that ~n < 0. Otherwise, we assume that ~n > 0 and so ~n > C~n-~ which implies that that ~ is bounded from below by a positive constant m. We take A0 = qa + c(7 -1) + 1, and so Hence, (28) holds. By combining with Lemma 3 and Theorem 1, we obtain that all solutions of equation (1) are oscillatory. The proof is complete.
